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Abstract: The methodology of constructing a conception for controlling rotor position in active magnetic
bearings taking into account the features of an unstable nonlinear “electromagnet–rotor” object is proposed
in this paper. The results of studying the main parameters of the control object (transfer functions, transient
characteristics, logarithmic frequency characteristics, pole-zero plots) and the effect of the frequency of rotor
rotation on these parameters are presented. The methodology of calculation and analysis of natural frequencies
and natural modes of the flexible rotor (both unsupported and with flexible support), as well as the process of
emergence of bending oscillations, is described. The theoretical aspects of controlling the robustness of active
magnetic bearings in order to ensure undisturbed, efficient and safe performance of the system are considered.
The functional diagram of the proposed approach to control (a selective controller including PID controllers
with parameters tuned according to the Ziegler–Nichols method and robust controllers taking into account the
uncertainties occurring in the system) is presented. The algorithm for switching between the modes depending
on the current rotor frequency is described.
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INTRODUCTION electromagnetic suspension system with bilateral action

The use of active magnetic bearings (AMBs) as in each plane, which generate two oppositely oriented
bearing units in high-speed electrical machines is magnetic forces, is considered. The rotor needs to be
currently a topical task because of the general tendency maintained at the equal distance ä from the
towards increasing rotation speeds that are required to electromagnets by these magnetic forces (according to
maintain parameters of technological processes in the Earnshaw's theorem [4], these forces are attractive).
numerous fields of industry [1]. However, the use of In addition to magnetic forces, the rotor is affected
AMBs imposes a number of restrictions, including those by the external force Q [5]. The equation of the
for synthesis of systems to control the magnetic rotor electromagnetic suspension with bilateral action in one of
suspension [2], since one needs to make allowance for the the orthogonal planes has the following form:
complex nonlinear dynamics of flexible supports and
assess their effect on the total dynamics of the system.

The main effect rendered by active magnetic bearings
on the dynamics consists in the emergence of bending
oscillations at critical rotor speeds. The phenomena of
resonance, precession and nutation [3] can emerge at
these speeds. These phenomena require preliminary
investigation by computer modeling; the results are to be where m is the rotor mass, y is the current travel value, C
taken into account when synthesizing the control law and is the coupling factor (C  = L . ), 1,2 is the index of
constructing a control device. correspondence to either of the magnets, r is the

Description of the System under Study In order  to  linearize the equations, operating point
Principle of Operation of a System with AMB: The y = 0 was selected, where:

employing two oppositely arranged radial electromagnets

l

l

resistance of electromagnet winding.
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Table 1: Technical characteristics of the system under consideration

# Designation Name Value

1 M Rotor mass, kg 2 000 
2 i Bias current, A 15c

3 Air gap value, mm 0.2
4 d Rotor diameter, mm 150
5 l Rotor length, mm 3200

i  = i  = i , u  = u  = u .1c 2c c 1c 2c c

The bias current is .

The linearized equations of electromagnetic
suspension with bilateral action have the following form:

where C 2  is the “negative” robustness of they

suspension,  is the current robustness of an

electromagnet.
F ,i , i , u , u  are the minor deviations ofv 1v 2v 1v 2v

corresponding variables from the rated values.

Hence,

The technical characteristics of the system under
consideration are listed in Table 1.

Mathematical Model of the Rotor in the Form of
Lagrange Equations: In order to solve the problem of
constructing the mathematical model of the rotor let us
consider a rotor with mass M, which rotates at a constant
speed  in two active magnetic bearings, AMB1 and
AMB2. The rotor is characterized by equatorial J and axial1

J  moments  of inertia, coordinates of position of AMBs2

(z  and z ) and sensors (z  and z ), AMB base (1) and1 2 1m 2m

sensor base (l ). Schematic representation of the rotor is1

given in Fig. 1.

O , O  – active magenetic bearings1 2

O , O  – position sensors1m 2m

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the rotor

In order to determine the rotor position, let us use the
generalized coordinates: x , y  coordinates of the rotor1 1

center in the cross-section of the left AMB1, x , y –2 2

coordinates of the rotor center in the cross-section of the
right AMB2.

It should be mentioned that the points for controlling
AMBs lie at a distance of l = z  – z , while the measuring2 1

points (position sensors) lie at a distance of - l  = z  – z .m m 1m

Hereinafter, z is the coordinate along the longitudinal axis
of the rotor.

The Lagrange equation of the second kind is used to
derive differential equations of rotor motion. Let us
introduce the inertia and gyroscopic coefficients:

The differential equations of rotor motion in
generalized coordinate q have the following form:

or the matrix form:

Jq + Hq + cq = F

where: J =   is  the inertia  matrix, H

=  is the matrix of gyroscopic forces, C is

the matrix of potential forces and F is the vector of
magnetic control forces.

Mathematical model of the rotor:

Jq + (H + H K T Z Z ) q + (H K T Z Z  – C )q = F,i 2 m m i 1 m m q
1 1
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where: , Mq = diag(m , m , m , m ), C  = diag (c ,1 1 2 2 q x1

c , c , c ) is the matrix of positional “negative” robustness values with the following elements: ; H  = diagy1 x2 y2 i

(h , h , h , h ) is the matrix of positional “negative” robustness values with the following elements: ; L is thei1 i2 i3 i4

inductance of magnet winding,  is the pole coefficient,  is the air gap value,  = diag (2 , 2 , 2 , 2 )  is the non-

damped partial natural frequency;  = diag,( , , , ) is the damping parameter, , ,2 2 2 2

.

or in the matrix form:

Aq + Bq + Cq = F, (*)

where: A = J; B = H + H K T Z Z ; C = H K T Z Z  - Cq.i 2 m m i 1 m m
1 1

Main Problems of Flexible Structures: Rotor of the The damping properties are determined only by the
electrotechnical complex becomes dynamically unstable control algorithm and efficiency of the control device.
at certain rotation speeds; bending oscillations may It has been proven [9] that robustness and frequency
emerge under these conditions [6]. The critical frequency characteristics of the control device are interrelated; the
of the rotor is the rotation speed at which the number of pass band was shown to have the greatest effect.
revolutions per second is equal to the natural frequency
of its transverse oscillations. Natural Frequencies and Natural Modes of an

The first two natural frequencies  and Unsupported Rotor 1 2

correspond to the modes of oscillations of the robust The natural modes of an unsupported rotor (z) of
skeleton of the rotor and are determined by robustness of the electrotechnical complex are determined by the
bearings. Robustness of bearings has different effects on expressions:
other natural modes corresponding to the bending forms
of oscillations: this effect considerably decreases with
increasing number of frequency. The natural modes can
be calculated to an accuracy of an arbitrary multiplication
factor. Furthermore, they are pairwise orthogonal with
respect to kinetic and potential energies.

The main problems of flexible structures include
coincidence of the measuring points and the points of
application of electromagnetic forces, uncertainty
roughness and excess of unsuspected dynamics [7].

The emergence of bending oscillations results from where r  is the root of equation
variation in robustness of AMB [8].

Robustness of AMB: In order to provide normal operation The natural frequencies p  of the unsupported rotor
of a system with AMB, one needs to ensure proper of the electro technical complex are determined as follows:
robustness  of  the  system  and   damping  properties. , where EI is the bending cross-sectional
Two  robustness  types  are distinguished: passive
(related to the bearing structure) and active robustness
(related to properties of the electromagnet and efficiency
of a control device).

a

a

robustness  (depends on the material the rotor is made of),
 is the distributed mass and M is the rotor mass.
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Fig. 2: Natural modes corresponding to the natural frequencies p …p1 5
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Table 2: Natural frequencies of the unsupported rotor of the electrotechnical complex
The critical frequency of an unsupported rotor
----------------------------------------------------------------------

# of natural frequency Designation r  value Hz Rad/s
1 p 0 0 01

2 p 0 0 02

3 p 4.7124 47.305 297.2283

4 p 7.8540 131.404 825.6344

5 p 10.9950 257.55 1618.2035

With allowance for the designations introduced, the where ÿ, y is the generalized acceleration and travel, ä,
natural frequencies p  are equal to . is the generalized angular acceleration and travel, m, I  is

Frequencies p  and p (r =r =0) correspond to the1 2 1 2

natural modes of motion of the rotor as a solid body:
 – translational mode;  – rotary mode,

where  is the moment of inertia. The natural

frequencies p , p  correspond to pure bending oscillation3 4

modes.
Figure 2 shows the constructed natural modes

(z)... (z), which correspond to the calculated natural1 5

frequencies p …p .1 5

For the rotor under study, the natural frequencies of
the unsupported rotor of the electrotechnical complex
acquire values indicated in Table 2.

Natural Frequencies and Natural Modes of a Rotor in
AMB: In order to determine the dynamic characteristics of
an elastic rotor, one needs to consider the mechanical
model of rotor oscillations with the finite number of
degrees of freedom, which is constructed using the finite
element method. This method allows one to numerically
solve the problem set, as well as to determine the natural
frequencies and oscillation coefficients. Let us consider
the first two modes of natural oscillations in order to
develop a more thorough understanding of the dynamics
of a rotor on flexible supports.

Let us use the following calculation model consisting
of a uniform cylindrical rod (with density ñ, length L and
diameter D) on two elastic mass less supports, each being
characterized by robustness C. The rotor is known to
execute oscillating movements as a solid body, thus
forming the transversal and angular forms in the XY plane,
if the supports are sufficiently flexible.

This model is described by two second-order
differential equations with constant coefficients:

z

mass and moment of inertia, respectively.
The mass and moment of inertia with respect to the Z

axis passing through the center of mass of a
homogeneous rod will be as follows:

In this case, the oscillations are described by the
following equations:

The center of mass of the rotor lies at a distance of
L/2; L is the distance between the supports. The angular
robustness C  is calculated as: .

Hence, the equations for the natural frequencies of
rotor oscillations will be determined in the following
manner:

For  the  rotor  under   study,   the   natural
frequencies  of  the  rotor  of  the  electro  technical
complex in magnetic bearings acquire values listed in
Table 3.

In addition to its first two oscillation frequencies, the
rotor has higher frequencies corresponding to the
bending forms. However, the first two natural frequencies
are determined by robustness of bearings, while its effect
on the remaining natural frequencies is small. Hence, the
natural frequencies of the rotor in active magnetic
bearings , … can be assumed to be equal to the3 4

natural frequency values of an unsupported rotor p , p ,3 4

etc.
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Table 3: Natural frequencies of the rotor of the electro technical complex in AMB
The critical frequency of the rotor in AMB
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# of the natural frequency Designation Hz Rad/s
1 13.079 82.1811

2 22.654 142.3422

Table 4: Natural frequencies (critical frequencies) and natural modes of the rotor in active magnetic bearings
The critical frequency of the rotor under study
-------------------------------------------------------

# of natural frequency Designation Natural mode Hz Rad/s
1 13.079 82.1811

2 22.65 142.342

3 47.30 297.223

4 131.40 825.634

5 257.55 1618.205

The natural modes of a rotor in active magnetic Effect of Rotor Speed on Transfer Functions of Rotor
bearings  are  determined  to  an accuracy of a constant Channels: Let us consider the effect of rotor speed on
and  are of  the same character (for frequencies , …) transfer functions of the control channels. It follows from3 4

as the natural modes of an unsupported rotor are, while the analysis of transfer functions that their character
being changed in a certain manner for frequencies and changes with increasing rotor speed:1

.2

The results of calculating the natural (critical) 1. 0 rad/s – 99 rad/s 
frequencies and natural modes of the rotor in active
magnetic bearings are listed in Table 4.

Active magnetic bearings have a significant effect TF is a combination of the first-order speed-up unit,
only on the first two natural frequencies, making them first-order aperiodic unit and the vibrational unit.
nonzero. They also have a small effect on two first natural
modes. The natural mode #  has ( -1) node points 2. 100 rad/s – 199 rad/s
(nodes) that remain immobile when a rotor executes
oscillations at a frequency .

Studying the Control Object Model: In order to correctly TF is a combination of two first-order speed-up units
construct the control law, one needs to study the control and two vibrational units.
object. The investigation into the control object consists
in studying properties of the rotor under variation of the 3. 200 rad/s – 1000 rad/s 
key parameter, the rotor speed. The effect of rotor speed
on transfer functions (TF), pole plot, logarithmic
amplitude and frequency characteristics of the control
object are considered; the resulting changes are assessed. TF is a combination of the first-order speed-up unit,
The study was conducted in Matlab/Simulink second-order speed-up unit, first-order aperiodical unit
environment. and two vibrational units.
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Fig. 3: Transient processes of the rotor model under varied rotational frequency

Fig. 4: Zeros and poles (channel #1)

The  transient  processes  for articles 1-3 shown in increment of 100 rad/s. As mentioned above, the increase
Fig. 3 illustrate the effect of certain units on the character in the rotor speed alters TFs of the control object and the
of response of the system. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the position of the zeros and poles on the complex plane also
transient processes have a pronounced vibrational changes. Thus, we will consider not all the poles/zeros of
character with increasing rotational frequency. the TFs but only those lying in the low frequency range

Effect of Rotor Speed on Rotor Poles and Zeros: Let us The system is strictly natural (realizable); this
consider the changes occurring with the poles/zeros of explains the fact that the number of poles is greater than
the object under variation of the rotor speed with an the number of zeros.

(dominant poles/zeros).
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Fig. 5: Natural frequency of damped oscillations as a function of rotor speed

Fig. 6: Damping factor as a function of rotor speed

As the rotor speed increases, the poles/zeros of the Effect of Rotor Speed on Bode Diagram of the Rotor:
object shift towards the imaginary axis of the complex Frequency characteristics play a significant role when
plane; i.e., the system tends toward the stability considering the forced oscillations in the system resulting
threshold. from applying harmonic oscillations onto the input. Their

Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the dominant role is particularly topical during the synthesis of
zeros/poles of the object along one channel under varied correcting devices (controllers). Let us consider the Bode
rotor speed. diagram family for the control object model (for one

It  should  be  mentioned   that   the   natural channel) for the rotor speed varied from 0 to 1000 rad/s
frequency of damped oscillations decreases with with an increment of 100 rad/s (Fig. 7).
increasing rotor speed. The character of functions f ( ) The plot showing the dependence of frequencies atñ

and k ( ) were clearly illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, which the resonance occurs on rotor speed is shown indamp

respectively. Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7: LAC and LFC, channel # 1

Fig. 8: Plot of dependence of frequencies at which the resonance occurs

Conception of Constructing the Control Law: Various Selective control is proposed based on the analysis
approaches to controlling rotor position in active of the results of studying the control objects and results
magnetic bearings were described in [10-17]; these of calculating the natural frequencies and natural modes,
approaches can conventionally be subdivided into as well as in order to make allowance for the robustness
groups specified in Fig. 9. parameters of AMBs.
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Fig. 9: Methods for constructing automated control system for AMBs

Fig. 10. Functional flow diagram of a selective controller

This approach is based on the idea of dividing the The functional flow diagram is shown in Fig. 10.
entire working range of rotation frequencies of the rotor
into regions with its own control law implemented on each CONCLUSIONS
region. The boundary points of the regions are the natural
(critical) frequencies of rotation (Table 4). Thus, the The study of the model for object control under
control device will implement the algorithm suiting the variation of the rotor speed has demonstrated that:
current rotor speed. Switching between the operating
modes occurs automatically depending on the current The contribution of the oscillation component of the
frequency of rotor rotation. transfer function of control object increases with

It should be taken into account that control devices increasing rotor speed. The character of the transient
based on PID controllers with parameter tuning using the characteristic changes from monotonic to oscillation
Ziegler–Nickols method are most frequently used in one. The index of oscillation ì( ) rises with increasing
practice to control systems with AMBs [18]. The rotor speed. The natural frequency f ( ) and damping
following uncertainties take place in the system in this factor k ( ) decrease in an exponential manner,
case [19]: attesting to the presence of damped oscillations at

Uncertainty of “robust” natural modes At the zero rotor speed, the poles and zeros of the
Uncertainty of bending natural modes transfer function of the control object lie on the real

Based on this fact, it is reasonable to use the robust towards the imaginary axis with increasing rotor
control algorithms in the range of bending natural speed. This attests to the fact that the system tends
frequencies. toward the stability threshold.

ñ

damp

high rotor speeds.

axis, while becoming complex-valued and shifting
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Bode diagram of the model for control object has a 4. Sivukhin, D.V., 1983. General Physics Course. Vol. III.
resonance  burst   (resonance/anti-resonance  type).
At zero rotor speed, Bode diagram does not undergo
any changes; no resonance occurs. Increasing rotor
speed results in the emergence of the resonance peak
at a frequency determined by the imaginary portion
of the pole of the corresponding channel. The order
of resonance and anti-resonance, as well as the
amplitude of the corresponding peak, depend on the
ratio between the real portions of poles and zeros and
simultaneously on the ratio between the imaginary
portions of poles and zeros.

These  results  demonstrate  that  the  use the
selective controller is reasonable, since subdivision of the
entire operating frequency range into regions and
introduction of its own control law for each region will
increase system stability and maintain the required
dynamics.

Summary: The problem of forming the conception for
controlling the rotor position in active magnetic bearings
taking into account the results of studying the rotor
structure (namely, calculating natural frequencies and
natural modes, determining resonance frequencies,
revealing the main uncertainties of the system) has been
discussed. The selective approach to controlling the
unstable object “electromagnet–rotor” has been
proposed; it consisted in integrating the most efficient
methods for controlling this type of objects into a single
control algorithm ensuring the best dynamics of the
system.
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